Getting Started with
Small Group Instruction

Models and Planning

Agenda
§ Reflecting on Your Own Classroom
(What is it?)
§ Formation of Flexible Groups
(Why is it important?)
§ Choosing an Instructional Model
(How can I make it happen in my
classroom?)
§ Implementation
(How can I connect what Iʼm doing in
whole group with what I do in flexible
groups?)

Reflecting on Your Classroom
THINK-PAIR-SHARE
Think alone, share your ideas with a partner or
your small- group, join for a whole group
discussion.
You can record your thoughts in the handout
provided.

1. What is Flexible Grouping?
2. What is the purpose of Flexible Grouping?
3. What are the present factors/hindrances that
make Flexible Grouping difficult in your
classroom?

Think – Pair - Share
What is Flexible Grouping?
§ Grouping of any size, based on a variety of
needs, determined by informal and formal
assessment
What is the purpose of Flexible Grouping?
§ Meet specific needs of students, bring variety to
instruction, provide alternative teaching
Hindrances?
§ Time, classroom management, resources, size
of room, organization of materials, lesson
planning

Formation of Flexible Groups in
Kindergarten
Basis for Grouping (Who?)
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

DIBELS Data
Phonemic Awareness
Letter Identification
Language Development
Vocabulary Development
Blending
Reading
Comprehension Strategy Instruction/Practice
Skills and Strategies
Random
Interests
Teacher Judgment

Formation of Flexible Groups
Basis for Grouping (Who?)
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

DIBELS Data
Instructional Reading Level
Building Background
Vocabulary Development
Comprehension Strategy Instruction/Practice
Fluency Practice
Skills and Strategies
Random
Interests
Teacher Judgment

Size of Group
(How Many?)

-Individuals
-Pairs
-Small Groups

-Large Groups
-Whole Group

Leadership
(Who Leads the Group?)

-Teacher/paraprofessional

-Student
-Cooperative

Time
(How Long does the Group Meet?)

§ Which days do I want to have flexible
groups?
§ How much time each day will I devote to
flexible groups?
§ How will I determine how much time to
spend with each group? Will each group
meet the same amount of time?

Choosing an Instructional Model

§ Rotation Model – Model A
§ Literacy Menu Model – Model B
§ Variations

Literacy Menu-Model B
Whole Class (30-60 minutes)
Literacy Menu Time (30-60 minutes)
Teacher
Group

Group focus is
determined based on
ongoing/formal
assessment
Students are pulled up
based on need

Paraprofessional
Group

Group focus is determined
based on ongoing/formal
assessment

Literacy Menu

Students work on
meaningful tasks
either
independently,
with a partner, or
Students are pulled up based in a group from
on need
the literacy menu

Must Do
(Meal)
•Required tasks/activities
•Should be tasks/activities that can be done
without the assistance of the teacher (would
not include brand new concepts that need
further development)
•Could be partner/group tasks
•Choose tasks/activities that reinforce the
recent learning and align with state
standards
•Could be review tasks/activities
•Should be meaningful, not just busy work
•Should be “Literacy Based” activities/ not
cross curricular (READING FIRST)
•Can be quickly graded whole class

Choices
(Dessert)
•Optional tasks/activities
•Could be partner/group tasks
•Choose tasks/activities that reinforce the
recent learning and align with state
standards
•Could be review tasks/activities
•Should be meaningful, not just busy work
•Could be self-checking or simply graded
through a recording sheet

Phasing-In the Literacy Menu
§ Students donʼt just “know-how” to work
independently, in pairs, or in small groups
without teacher assistance
§ Yet, small-group instruction requires that
students work independently, in pairs, or in
small groups without teacher assistance
§ How can we teach our students to do this?

Phase 1
Teacher Led Group
Teacher monitors, but does not
work with a group

Literacy Menu
•Teacher introduces the rules and
procedures for IWT
•Materials/activities are introduced
and explained
•Teacher sets specific time frame for
IWT
•Teacher introduces Literacy Menu
•Literacy Menu has ONE Meal or
Must Do activity that students will
be successful with. No formal
choices are given.
•Teacher monitors students as they
complete the activity
•Feedback is given after the Literacy
Menu time has concluded

The Importance of Feedback
§ An opportunity for the teacher to give specific

feedback to students about IWT time
§ An opportunity for students to quickly share new
learning, projects, and experiences from small
group
§ An opportunity to correct Meal or Must Doʼs as
a whole class.
§ Questions to be addressed during debriefing:
§
§
§
§

What went well today?
What were some of the problems encountered?
What should students do when they need help?
How can IWT be more successful?

Phase 2
Teacher Led Group
Teacher monitors, but does not
work with a group

Literacy Menu
•Teacher reviews the rules and
procedures for IWT
•Materials/activities are introduced
and explained
•Literacy Menu has ONE or TWO
Meal or Must Do activities that
students will be successful with and
ONE Dessert or Choice.
•Teacher monitors students as they
complete the activity.
•Feedback is given after the Literacy
Menu time has concluded

Phase 3
Teacher Led Group
Teacher pulls a small group based on
data for 5 – 10 minutes or longer.

Literacy Menu
•Teacher reviews the rules and
procedures for IWT
•Materials/activities are introduced
and explained
•Students are introduced to the
concept of the teacher working with a
small group and the “no interruption”
concept
•Literacy Menu is fully in place and
has TWO or MORE Meal or Must Do
activities that students will be
successful with and ONE or MORE
Dessert or Choice.

Phase 4
Teacher Led Group
•Teacher pulls multiple flexible groups
based on data
•Time spent with group is determined
by need
•Time allotted for IWT grows to meet
the needs of the students and the
curricular focus

Literacy Menu
•Students regularly work off Literacy
Menu
•Menu could be differentiated based
on the needs of the varying levels of
students

Suggestions for Implementation
1. Evaluate your Whole Group Instruction
§

§
§
§

Am I spending an adequate amount of time
on each element of the lesson, taking into
consideration the purpose of each element?
Am I using student engagement strategies to
involve all students?
Am I using explicit instruction to teach skills?
Have I developed a weekly routine using the
Trophies program (5 day plan)?

Suggestions for Implementation
2. Align your flexible group instruction with your whole
group instruction.
§ Am I using data to group my students based on a
variety of needs, not merely instructional reading
level?
§ Am I applying the skills taught through the
anthology in small group instruction? (vocabulary,
focus skill, focus strategy, etc.?)
§ Am I considering what Iʼm doing in whole group
each day and bridging these skills into my flexible
groups?
§ Am I using explicit instruction to teach skills?

Questions Anyone?

